There is an increasing demand for taskoriented dialogue systems which can assist users in various activities such as booking tickets and restaurant reservations. In order to complete dialogues effectively, dialogue policy plays a key role in task-oriented dialogue systems. As far as we know, the existing taskoriented dialogue systems obtain the dialogue policy through classification, which can assign either a dialogue act and its corresponding parameters or multiple dialogue acts without their corresponding parameters for a dialogue action 1 . In fact, a good dialogue policy should construct multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters at the same time. However, it's hard for existing classification-based methods to achieve this goal. Thus, to address the issue above, we propose a novel generative dialogue policy learning method. Specifically, the proposed method uses attention mechanism to find relevant segments of given dialogue context and input utterance, and then constructs the dialogue policy by a seq2seq way for task-oriented dialogue systems. Extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets show that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines. In addition, we have publicly released our codes 2 .
Introduction
Task-oriented dialogue system is an important tool to build personal virtual assistants, which can help users to complete most of the 1 In the dialogue scenario, a dialogue action is generated by the learned dialogue policy in every turn. A dialogue act is the act label in task, such as offer and request. The parameter of a dialogue act is a collection of (slot=value) pairs. In previous works, a dialogue action consists of one dialogue act and its parameters or multiple dialogue acts without their parameters. In this work, a dialogue action consists of multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters. 2 Github address is xxx (anonymous) daily tasks by interacting with devices via natural language. It's attracting increasing attention of researchers, and lots of works have been proposed in this area (Peng et al., 2018; Eric and Manning, 2017; Lipton et al., 2018; Young et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2016; Lei et al., 2018; Schatzmann et al., 2007b,a) . The existing task-oriented dialogue systems usually consist of four components: (1) natural language understanding (NLU), it tries to identify the intent of a user; (2) dialogue state tracker (DST), it keeps the track of user goals and constraints in every turn; (3) dialogue policy maker (DP), it aims to generate the next available dialogue action; and (4) natural language generator (NLG), it generates a natural language response based on the dialogue action. Among the four components, dialogue policy maker plays a key role in order to complete dialogues effectively, because it decides the next dialogue action to be executed.
As far as we know, the dialogue policy makers in most existing task-oriented dialogue systems just use the classifiers of the predefined acts to obtain dialogue policy (Peng et al., 2018; Lipton et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2016; Liu and Lane, 2017a,b) . The classificationbased dialogue policy learning methods can assign either only a dialogue act and its corresponding parameters (Su et al., 2016; Lipton et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2018) or multiple dialogue acts without their corresponding parameters for a dialogue action (Chi et al., 2017) . However, all these existing methods cannot obtain multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters for a dialogue action at the same time.
Intuitively, it will be more reasonable to construct multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters for a dialogue action at the same time. For example, it can be shown that there are Figure 1 : The examples in DSTC2 dataset, our proposed model can hold more information about dialogue policy than the classification models mentioned above. "MA, w/o P" is the model that chooses multiple acts without corresponding parameters during dialogue police modeling, "w/o MA, P" is the model that chooses only one act and its parameters.
49.4% of turns in the DSTC2 dataset and 61.5% of turns in the Maluuba dataset have multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters as the dialogue action. If multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters can be obtained at the same time, the final response of taskoriented dialogue systems will become more accurate and effective. For example, as shown in Figure 1 , a user wants to get the name of a cheap french restaurant. The correct dialogue policy should generate three acts in current dialogue turn: offer(name=name slot), inform(food=french) and inform(food=cheap). Thus, the user's real thought may be: "name slot is a cheap french restaurant". If losing the act offer, the system may generate a response like "There are some french restaurants", which will be far from the user's goal.
To address this challenge, we propose a Generative Dialogue Policy model (GDP) by casting the dialogue policy learning problem as a sequence optimization problem. The proposed model generates a series of acts and their corresponding parameters by the learned dialogue policy. Specifically, our proposed model uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) as action decoder to construct dialogue policy maker instead of traditional classifiers. Attention mechanism is used to help the decoder decode dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters, and then the template-based natural language generator uses the results of the dialogue policy maker to choose an appropriate sentence template as the final response to the user.
Extensive experiments conducted on two benchmark datasets verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. Our contributions in this work are three-fold.
• The existing methods cannot construct multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters at the same time. In this paper, We propose a novel generative dialogue policy model to solve the problem.
• The extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines on two benchmarks.
• We publicly release the source code.
Related Work
Usually, the existing task-oriented dialogue systems use a pipeline of four separate modules: natural language understanding, dialogue belief tracker, dialogue policy and natural language generator. Among these four modules, dialogue policy maker plays a key role in task-oriented dialogue systems, which generates the next dialogue action.
As far as we know, nearly all the existing approaches obtain the dialogue policy by using the classifiers of all predefined dialogue acts Jurčíček et al., 2011) . There are usually two kinds of dialogue policy learning methods. One constructs a dialogue act and its corresponding parameters for a dialogue action. For example, Peng et al. (2018) constructs a simple classifier for all the predefined dialogue acts. Lipton et al. (2018) build a complex classifier for some predefined dialogue acts, addtionally Lipton et al. (2018) adds two acts for each parameter: one to inform its value and the other to request it. The other obtains the dialogue policy by using multilabel classification to consider multiple dialogue acts without their parameters. Chi et al. (2017) performs multi-label multi-class classification for dialogue policy learning and then the multiple acts can be decided based on a threshold. Based on these classifiers, the reinforcement learning can be used to further update the dialogue policy of taskoriented dialogue systems (Young et al., 2013; Cuayáhuitl et al., 2015; Liu and Lane, 2017b) .
In the real scene, an correct dialogue action usually consists of multiple dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters. However, it is very hard for existing classification-based dialogue pol-icy maker to achieve this goal. Thus, in this paper we propose a novel generative dialogue policy maker to address this issue by casting the dialogue policy learning problem as a sequence optimization problem.
3 Technical Background
Encoder-Decoder Seq2Seq Models
Seq2Seq model was first introduced by for statistical machine translation. It uses two recurrent neural networks (RNN) to solve the sequence-to-sequence mapping problem. One called encoder encodes the user utterance into a dense vector representing its semantics, the other called decoder decodes this vector to the target sentence. Now Seq2Seq framework has already been used in task-oriented dialog systems such as (Wen et al., 2016) and (Eric and Manning, 2017) , and shows the challenging performance. In the Seq2Seq model, given the user utterance Q = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ), the encoder squeezes it into a context vector C and then used by decoder to generate the response R = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y m ) word by word by maximizing the generation probability of R conditioned on Q. The objective function of Seq2Seq can be written as:
In particular, the encoder RNN produces the context vector C by doing calculation below:
The h t is the hidden state of the encoder RNN at time step t and f is the non-linear transformation which can be a long-short term memory unit LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) or a gated recurrent unit GRU . In this paper, we implement f by using GRU. The decoder RNN generates each word in reply conditioned on the context vector C. The probability distribution of candidate words at every time step t is calculated as:
The s t is the hidden state of decoder RNN at time step t and y t−1 is the generated word in the reply at time t − 1 calculated by softmax operations.
Attention Mechanism
Attention mechanisms have been proved to improved effectively the generation quality for the Seq2Seq framework. In Seq2Seq with attention, each y i corresponds to a context vector C i which is calculated dynamically. It is a weighted average of all hidden states of the encoder RNN. Formally, C i is defined as
where s i−1 is the last hidden state of the decoder, the η is often implemented as a multi-layerperceptron (MLP) with tanh as the activation function. (2) dialogue belief tracker; (3) dialogue policy maker; (4) knowledge base; (5) template-based natural language generator. Next, we will describe each component of our proposed GDP model in detail.
Generative Dialogue Policy

Notations and Task Formulation
Given the user utterance U t at turn t and the dialogue context C t−1 which contains the result of the dialogue belief tracker at turn t − 1, the taskoriented dialog system needs to generate user's intents C t by dialogue belief tracker and then uses this information to get the knowledge base query result k t ∈ R k . Then the model needs to generate the next dialogue action A t based on k t , U t and C t . The natural language generator provides the template-based response R t as the final reply by using A t . The U t and C t are the sequences, k t is a one-hot vector representing the number of the query results. For baselines, in this paper, the A t is the classification result of the next dialogue action, but in our proposed model it's a sequence which contains multiple acts and their corresponding parameters. Figure 2 : GDP overview. The utterance encoder encodes the user utterance, the dialogue context and the last reply of the systems into the dense vector. As for dialogue belief tracker, we use the approach of Lei et al. (2018) to generate dialogue context. Then this information will be used to search the knowledge base. Based on the user's intents and query results, dialogue policy maker generates the next dialogue action by using our RNN-based proposed method.
Utterance Encoder
A bidirectional GRU is used to encode the user utterance U t , the last turn response R t−1 made by the system and the dialogue context C t−1 into a continuous representation. The vector is generated by concatenating the last forward and backward GRU states. U t = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w Tm ) is the user utterance at turn t. C t−1 = (c 1 , c 2 , ..., c Tn ) is the dialogue context made by dialogue belief tracker at t − 1 turn. R t−1 is the response made by our task-oriented dialogue system at last turn. Then the words of [C t−1 , R t−1 , U t ] are firstly mapped into an embedding space and further serve as the inputs of each step to the bidirectional GRU. Let n denotes the number of words in the sequence
← − h u t ′ represent the forward and backward GRU state outputs at time step t ′ . The encoder output of timestep i denote as h u i .
is the embedding of the input sequence, d h is the hidden size of the GRU. H u contains the encoder hidden state of each timestep, which will be used by attention mechanism in dialogue policy maker.
Dialogue State Tracker
Dialogue state tracker maintains the state of a conversation and collects the user's goals during the dialogue. Recent work successfully represents this component as discriminative classifiers. Lei et al. (2018) verified that the generation is a better way to model the dialogue state tracker. Specifically, we use a GRU as the generator to decode the C t of current turn. In order to capture user intent information accurately, the basic attention mechanism is calculated when the decoder decodes the C t at each step, which is the same as the Eq. (4).
where m is the length of C t , e(y i ) is the embedding of the token, d h is the hidden size of the GRU and the hidden state at i timestep of the RNN in dialogue state tracker denote as h d i . The decoded token at step i denotes as y d i .
Knowledge Base
Knowledge base is a database that stores information about the related task. For example, in the restaurant reservation, a knowledge base stores the information of all the restaurants, such as location and price. After dialogue belief tracker, the C t will be used as the constraints to search the results in knowledge base. Then the one-hot vector k t will be produced when the system gets the number of the results. The search result k t has a great influence on dialogue policy. For example, if the result has multiple matches, the system should request more constraints of the user. In practice, let k t be an one-hot vector of 20 dimensions to represent the number of query results. Then k t will be used as the cue for dialogue policy maker.
Dialogue Policy Maker
In task-oriented dialogue systems, supervised classification is a straightforward solution for dialogue policy modeling. However, we observe that classification cannot hold enough information for dialogue policy modeling. The generative approach is another way to model the dialogue policy maker for task-oriented dialogue systems, which generates the next dialogue acts and their corresponding parameters based on the dialogue context word by word. Thus the generative approach converts the dialogue policy learning problem into a sequence optimization problem.
The dialogue policy maker generates the next dialogue action A t based on k t and [H u , H d ]. Our proposed model uses the GRU as the action decoder to decode the acts and their parameters for the response. Particularly, at step i, for decoding y p i of A t , the decoder GRU takes the embedding of y p i−1 to generate a hidden vector h p i . Basic attention mechanism is calculated.
where e is the embedding of the token, c u is the context vector of the input utterance and c d is the context vector of the dialogue state tracker. h p i is the hidden state of the GRU in dialogue policy maker at i timestep.
where y p i is the token decoded at i timestep. And the final results of dialogue policy maker denote as A t , and the k is the length of it. In our proposed model, the dialogue policy maker can be viewed as a decoder of the seq2seq model conditioned on [C t−1 , R t−1 , U t ] and k t .
Nature Language Generator
After getting the dialogue action A t by the learned dialogue policy maker, the task-oriented dialogue system needs to generate an appropriate response R t for users. We construct the natural language generator by using template sentences. For each dataset, we extract all the system responses, then we manually modify responses to construct the sentence templates for task-oriented dialogue systems. In our proposed model, the sequence of the acts and parameters A t will be used for searching appropriate template. However, the classificationbased baselines use the categories of acts and their corresponding parameters to search the corresponding template.
Training
In supervised learning, because our proposed model is built in a seq2seq way, the standard cross entropy is adopted as our objective function to train dialogue belief tracker and dialogue policy maker.
After supervised learning, the dialogue policy can be further updated by using reinforcement learning. In the context of reinforcement learning, the decoder of dialogue policy maker can be viewed as a policy network, denoted as π θ (y j ) for decoding y j , θ is the parameters of the decoder. Accordingly, the hidden state created by GRU is the corresponding state, and the choice of the current token y j is an action 3 .
Reward function is also very important for reinforcement learning when decoding every token. To encourage our policy maker to generate correct acts and their corresponding parameters, we set the reward function as follows: once the dialogue acts and their parameters are decoded correctly, the reward is 2; otherwise, the reward is -5; only the label of the dialogue act is decoded correctly but parameters is wrong, the reward is 1; λ is a decay parameter. More details are shown in Sec 5.3. In our proposed model, rewards can only be obtained at the end of decoding A t . In order to get the rewards at each decoding step, we sample some results A t after choosing y j , and the reward of y j is set as the average of all the sampled results' rewards.
In order to ensure that the model's performance is stable during the fine-tuning phase of reinforcement learning, we freeze the parameters of user utterance and dialogue belief tracker, only the parameters of the dialogue policy maker will be optimized by reinforcement learning. Policy gradient algorithm REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) is used for pretrained dialogue policy maker:
where the m is the length of the decoded action.
The objective function J can be optimized by gradient descent.
Experiments
We evaluate the performance of the proposed model in three aspects: (1) the accuracy of the dialogue state tracker, it aims to show the impact of the dialogue state tracker on the dialogue policy maker;
(2) the accuracy of dialogue policy maker, it aims to explain the performance of different methods of constructing dialogue policy; (3) the quality of the final response, it aims to explain the impact of the dialogue policy on the final dialogue response. The evaluation metrics are listed as follows:
• BPRA: Belief Per-Response Accuracy (BPRA) tests the ability to generate the correct user intents during the dialogue. This metric is used to evaluate the accuracy of dialogue belief tracker (Eric and Manning, 2017) .
• APRA: Action Per-Response Accuracy (APRA) evaluates the per-turn accuracy of the dialogue actions generated by dialogue policy maker. For baselines, APRA evaluates the classification accuracy of the dialogue policy maker. But our model actually generates each individual token of The Maluuba dataset is more complex than DSTC2, and has some continuous value space such as time and price which is hard to solve for classification model. actions, and we consider a prediction to be correct only if every token of the model output matches the corresponding token in the ground truth.
• BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) : The metric evaluates the quality of the final response generated by natural language generator. The metric is usually used to measure the performance of the task-oriented dialogue system.
We also choose the following metrics to evaluate the efficiency of training the model:
• Time full : The time for training the whole model, which is important for industry settings.
• Time DP : The time for training the dialogue policy maker in a task-oriented dialogue system.
Datasets
We adopt the DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014) dataset and Maluuba (Asri et al., 2017) dataset to evaluate our proposed model. Both of them are the benchmark datasets for building the taskoriented dialog systems. Specifically, the DSTC2 is a human-machine dataset in the single domain of restaurant searching. The Maluuba is a very complex human-human dataset in travel booking domain which contains more slots and values than DSTC2. Detailed slot information in each dataset is shown in Table 1 . 
Baselines
For comparison, we choose two state-of-the-art baselines and their variants.
• E2ECM (Chi et al., 2017) : In dialogue policy maker, it adopts a classic classification for skeletal sentence template. In our implement, we construct multiple binary classifications for each act to search the sentence template according to the work proposed by Chi et al. (2017) .
• CDM (Su et al., 2016) : This approach designs a group of classifications (two multiclass classifications and some binary classifications) to model the dialogue policy.
• E2ECM+RL: It fine tunes the classification parameters of the dialogue policy by REIN-FORCE (Williams, 1992) .
• CDM+RL: It fine tunes the classification of the act and corresponding parameters by RE-INFORCE (Williams, 1992) .
In order to verify the performance of the dialogue policy maker, the utterance encoder and dialogue belief tracker of our proposed model and baselines is the same, only dialogue policy maker is different.
Parameters settings
For all models, the hidden size of dialogue belief tracker and utterance encoder is 350, and the embedding size d emb is set to 300. For our proposed model, the hidden size of decoder in dialogue policy maker is 150. The vocabulary size |V | is 540 for DSTC2 and 4712 for Maluuba. And the size of k t is set to 20. An Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is used for training our models and baselines, with a learning rate of 0.001 for supervised training and 0.0001 for reinforcement learning. In reinforcement learning, the decay parameter λ is set to 0.8. The weight decay is set to 0.001. And early stopping is performed on developing set.
Experimental Results
The experimental results of the proposed model and baselines will be analyzed from the following aspects.
BPRA Results: As shown in Table 2 , most of the models have similar performance on BPRA on these two datasets, which can guarantee a consistent impact on the dialogue policy maker. All the models perform very well in BPRA on DSTC2 dataset. On Maluuba dataset, the BPRA decreases because of the complex domains. We can notice that BPRA of CDM is slightly worse than other models on Maluuba dataset, the reason is that the CDM's dialogue policy maker contains lots of classifications and has the bigger loss than other models because of complex domains, which affects the training of the dialogue belief tracker.
APRA Results: Compared with baselines, GDP achieves the best performance in APRA on two datasets. It can be noted that we do not compare with the E2ECM baseline in APRA. E2ECM only uses a simple classifier to recognize the label of the acts and ignores the parameters information. In our experiment, APRA of E2ECM is slightly better than our method. Considering the lack of parameters of the acts, it's unfair for our GDP method. Furthermore, the CDM baseline considers the parameters of the act. But GDP is far better than CDM in supervised learning and reinforcement learning.
BLEU Results: GDP significantly outperforms the baselines on BLEU. As mentioned above, E2ECM is actually slightly better than GDP in APRA. But in fact, we can find that the language quality of the response generated by GDP (2) sys is the system response at last turn; (3) user is the user utterance in this turn. The second column to the fifth column has two rows, above is the action made by the learned dialogue policy maker below is the final response made by template-based generator.
is still better than E2ECM, which proves that lack of enough parameters information makes it difficult to find the appropriate sentence template in NLG. It can be found that the BLEU of all models is very poor on Maluuba dataset. The reason is that Maluuba is a human-human task-oriented dialogue dataset, the utterances are very flexible, the natural language generator for all methods is difficult to generate an accurate utterance based on the context. And DSTC2 is a human-machine dialog dataset. The response is very regular so the effectiveness of NLG will be better than that of Maluuba. But from the results, the GDP is still better than the baselines on Maluuba dataset, which also verifies that our proposed method is more accurate in modeling dialogue policy on complex domains than the classification-based methods. Time and Model Size: In order to obtain more accurate and complete dialogue policy for taskoriented dialogue systems, the proposed model has more parameters on the dialogue policy maker than baselines. As shown in Figure 3 , E2ECM has the minimal dialogue policy parameters because of the simple classification. It needs minimum training time, but the performance of E2ECM is bad. The number of parameters in the CDM model is slightly larger than E2ECM. However, because both of them are classification methods, they all lose some important information about dialogue policy. Therefore, we can see from the experimental results that the quality of CDM's dialogue policy is as bad as E2ECM. The number of dialogue policy maker's parameters in GDP model is much larger than baselines. Although the proposed model need more time to be optimized by supervised learning and reinforcement learning, the performance is much better than all baselines. Table 3 illustrates an example of our proposed model and baselines on DSTC2 dataset. In this example, a user's goal is to find a cheap restaurant in the east part of the town. In the current turn, the user wants to get the address of the restaurant.
Case Study
E2ECM chooses the inform and offer acts accurately, but the lack of the inform's parameters makes the final output deviate from the user's goal. CDM generates the parameters of offer successfully, but the lack of the information of inform also leads to a bad result. By contrast, the proposed model GDP can generate all the acts and their corresponding parameters as the dialogue action. Interestingly, the final result of GDP is exactly the same as the ground truth, which verifies that the proposed model is better than the state-of-the-art baselines.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel model named GDP. Our proposed model treats the dialogue policy modeling as the generative task instead of the discriminative task which can hold more information for dialogue policy modeling. We evaluate the GDP on two benchmark task-oriented dialogue datasets. Extensive experiments show that GDP outperforms the existing classification-based methods on both action accuracy and BLEU.
